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Abstract—This paper proposes an improved method for the
prediction of radial vibration in switched reluctance motor (SRM)
considering magnetic saturation. In this paper, the basic modeling
principle is briefly introduced, it is based on the derivation that
the peak acceleration is dependent on the product of phase
current and current gradient idi/dt. However, the derivation may
cause errors due to saturation effect. Thus in this paper, the
discrete sample data are firstly acquired based on DC pulse
measurement method, by which electromagnetic, torque and peak
acceleration characteristics can all be acquired. Then the entire
peak acceleration characteristics are obtained by improved Least
Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM). Based on the obtained
static peak acceleration characteristics, the time-varied radial
vibration model is established based on superposition of natural
oscillations of dominant vibration modes. Finally, a simulation
model is built up using MATLAB/Simulink. The good agreement
between simulation and experiment shows that the proposed
method for modeling is feasible and accurate, even under
saturation. In addition, since LSSVM does not need any prior
knowledge, it is much easier for modeling compared with other
existing literatures.
Index Terms—Acoustic noise, magnetic saturation, least square
support vector machine, LSSVM, MIMO, modeling, radial
vibration, switched reluctance motor.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

COUSTIC noise is one of the main drawbacks in switched
reluctance motor (SRM). It is widely recognized that the
acoustic noise mainly originates from torque ripple and radial
vibration. For the reduction of torque ripple, smooth torque
control is greatly researched [1-2]. However, it is widely
accepted by many researchers that radial vibration is more
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significant to acoustic noise than torque ripple [3-29]. Thus
investigation into radial vibration is of great significance.
Many researchers have done a lot of work on the reduction of
radial vibration and acoustic noise. They are mainly divided
into two categories: motor design and control method. For
motor design aspect, [5-9] investigated the influence of
different motor structures on the mode shapes and resonant
frequencies, such as yoke thickness of stator, stator pole arc,
shape of frame, ribs, stack length and mounting effects. [10]
compared the vibration and noise between 12/8 and 6/4
structures. [11, 12] investigated that the vibration and noise can
be reduced by skewing the stator and rotor poles. In [13], a
double-stator SRM is developed, which can reduce radial force,
and thus to reduce vibration and noise. [14] proposed a
cylindrical rotor design, which can reduce wind loss and
acoustic noise simultaneously. [15] compared the radial
magnetic force of the half and full-teeth-wound windings.
As is well-known that, the motor design and manufacture
process will usually cost more time than control method, and
even more cost. Thus control optimization is recently attracting
much more concern by researchers. A typical method is
two-step or namely active vibration cancellation (AVC)
method [16, 17]. [18] proposed current shaping method in order
to eliminate the third harmonic component of radial force. [19]
analyzed the effect of randomizing turn-on angle method
control parameters on the reduction of resonance noise. In [20]
an advanced method of two-phase excitation based on C-dump
converter is proposed, which reduces abrupt change of radial
fore when phase current is extinguished. Other advanced
control methods such as sinusoidal current control based on a
mutually couples SRM [21] is also proposed recent years.
Although the effects of motor structures and control
parameters on radial vibration have been greatly investigated,
the origin and dynamic model of radial vibration still have not
been fully studied, especially under magnetic saturation
condition. In [22], the acceleration is computed by modal
superposition. However, the method above is based on the
value of radial force. Methods for radial force calculation were
investigated either by analytical method [23] or finite element
analysis (FEA) method [24]. However, the value of calculated
radial force cannot be verified since it is hard to be measured. In
addition, the accurate transfer function between radial force and
vibration is hard to be obtained. Since the vibration is an
electric-magnetic-force -vibration coupled problem, the radial
vibration will be calculated by several steps, error caused each
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step will be accumulated and enlarged, which will finally cause
great errors in the estimation of radial vibration.
So recently, investigated into the relation between radial
vibration and electrical parameters has raised more concern.
Thus the problem can be simplified as electric-vibration
problem. It was found that the maximum radial vibration, i.e.
peak acceleration shown in Fig. 1, occurs at turn-off instant.
Then the vibration will oscillate at the resonant frequencies
naturally, which is called natural oscillation. In [25], the origin
of peak acceleration was investigated and found that the peak
acceleration is caused by the abrupt change of phase voltage,
which changes from +U to –U. After peak acceleration, the
motor produces damped oscillations consisting of several
natural vibration modes. However, the relation between the
abrupt change of phase voltage and peak acceleration was not
described, and only one natural vibration mode was included in
the model. In [26], the origin of peak acceleration is
analytically derived, which revealed that the abrupt change of
phase voltage will cause sudden change of power, i.e. energy,
and thus initiate radial vibration. However, the derivation of
fourth order state space method is rather complicated. In [27],
the authors have analytically derived that the value of peak
acceleration is dependent on the product of phase current and
current gradient. However, the saturation is not considered.
This paper is mainly improved work based on [27]. The
principle of modeling, i.e. work in [27] is firstly briefly
introduced. Then due to neglect of magnetic saturation in [27],
the paper will fully investigate the peak acceleration by DC
pulse measurement method, and some sample data of both
electromagnetic and peak acceleration are acquired. Due to the
advantage of no prior knowledge, an improved least square
support vector machine (LSSVM) is used to obtain the entire
peak acceleration characteristics. Based on the obtained static
peak acceleration characteristics, the time-varied radial
vibration is analytically modeled based on the superposition of
natural oscillations of each vibration mode. Finally, simulation
model is built up based on MATLAB/Simulink and an
experimental setup is also established to verify the proposed
improved model.
The main contribution of this paper is as follows: 1)
Investigation of peak acceleration for both linear and saturation
conditions by DC pulse measurement method. 2) The entire
peak acceleration model is established using an improved
LSSVM, which does not need any prior knowledge.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly
introduces the principle of modeling. Section III gives the
process of data acquisition in detail. The simulation model is
built up in Section IV. And Section V establishes the
experimental setup and verifies the proposed improved method
by comparing the simulation and experiment results. And
section VI gives the conclusion and discussion.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF RADIAL VIBRATION MODELING
A. Basic principle
The authors have previously derived the relationship
between peak acceleration and product of phase current and

Fig. 1. Radial vibration composition: peak acceleration at turn-off instant and
natural oscillations afterwards.

current gradient in [27]. It is well-known that the vibration is
highly relevant to the radial force gradient, thus it is recognized
that the vibration is mainly caused by the rapid change of radial
force at turn-off instant.
The inductance L can be expressed as (1) [5] when saturation
is not considered,
 N 2lR
(1)
L 0
f ovl 
g

where μ0 is the permeability of air, N is turns of winding for
each stator pole, l is the stack length, R is the outer radius of
rotor, g is the length of air gap, and f(θovl) is a linear function of
overlapping angle between stator and rotor poles as (2).
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where p and q are linear function coefficients, 0º is the
unaligned position and 22.5º is the aligned position in the
sample motor, the detailed specifications of which is listed in
Table I. Since the stator and rotor arcs are 15º and 17º
respectively, 6.5ºis the position where rotor and stator poles
start to overlap.
Accordingly, the radial force Fr can be calculated as (4)
based on the virtual displacement method [23].
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where Wco is co-energy, K f   0 N 2lR / g 2 , which is a
constant.
Further the radial force gradient can be obtained as (5).
dFr Fr d Fr di


dt
 dt
i dt
1
di
2
 K f i  f '  ovl   K f i f  ovl 
2
dt

(5)

For simplicity, suppose that there’s a linear relationship
between peak acceleration and radial force gradient at turn-off
instant, peak acceleration can be expressed as (6).
a p  Ka

dFr 1
di
 K g i 2 f ' ovl   K g i f ovl 
dt
2
dt

(6)

where ap is peak acceleration, Ka is the coefficient, and Kg =
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Ka·
Kf, which is also a constant.
It can be seen from (6) that, when the rotor is locked, the
speed is zero, thus the first item is ignored, (6) can be simplified
as (7). And f(θovl) is also a constant at a fixed rotor position.
When a DC pulse is injected into phase winding, the peak
acceleration is highly dependent on the product of phase current
and current gradient (idi/dt) at turn-off instant.
di
(7)
a p  K g i f  ovl 
dt
Thus the static peak acceleration characteristics can be
acquired by DC pulse measurement method at different idi/dt
and rotor positions. Different idi/dt can be achieved by different
duration of DC pulse, and different rotor positions can be
implemented by rotating and fixing the rotor by rotor clamping
devices. Based on the static characteristics, the value of Kg and
f(θovl) can all be calculated.
For dynamic peak acceleration characteristics, formula (4) is
used to calculate the peak acceleration. Since the value of Kg,
f(θovl) and f’(θovl) are all known from static characteristics,
formula (4) can be easily calculated based on the value of i,
di/dt and ω at turn-off instant.
B. Simple demonstration of the basic principle
The principle is firstly demonstrated at three rotor positions,
which are 7.5º, 15º, 22.5º. Note that, the three rotor positions
are not special, and they can be randomly selected. At each
rotor position, the phase winding is excited for three times. For
each time, the duration of the excitation is different in order to
obtain different values of idi/dt. In this way, for each rotor
position, one point can be determined in a Cartesian coordinate,
the value of idi/dt is x-coordinate, and peak acceleration is
y-coordinate. For each rotor position, two points can determine
a line, and a third point can be used to verify the line. The
measured points for the three rotor positions and the curved
lines are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the figure that for
each rotor position, the relation between peak acceleration and
idi/dt is almost linear, which demonstrates the correctness of
the basic principle.
III. PEAK ACCELERATION CHARACTERISTICS OBTAINED BY
DC PULSE MEASUREMENT METHOD AND IMPROVED LSSVM
A. DC Pulse Measurement Method and Platform
The schematic diagram and the practical platform of DC
pulse measurement methods are shown in Fig. 3. The platform
mainly consists of the following components:
a) Controller, which is implemented on a STM32F103 MCU.
b) A typical asymmetric half bridge power converter.
c) A 12/8 sample SRM, whose detailed specifications are
listed in Table 1, with an accelerometer attached on the surface
of the frame of the sample motor, whose output sensitivity is
250mV/g within 0.5Hz ~ 12kHz.
d) A mechanical rotor clamping device used to fix the rotor
of the sample motor, whose sensitivity is 0.5º/div.
e) Current hall sensors, whose sensitivity are 4V /300A.
f) Tektronix DPO2024 oscilloscope with probes, which can
measure phase voltage directly.
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Fig. 2. Sampled peak acceleration vs. idi/dt at three rotor positions.

(a) Schematic diagram

(b) Practical platform
Fig. 3. Introduction of DC pulse measurement method.
TABLE I
MOTOR SPECIFICATIONS
Parameter

Value

Number of phases
Number of stator and rotor poles
Stator outer diameter
Thickness of stator yoke
Rotor outer diameter
Shaft diameter
Air gap length
Stator pole arc
Rotor pole arc
Stack length of stator/rotor
Rated voltage
Rated power
Rated speed
Rated torque

3
12/8
160mm
12.5mm
94.2mm
29mm
0.4mm
15º
17º
140mm
72V
4kW
2800rpm
13.6Nm

The rotor is firstly mechanically fixed at the aligned position,
which is much easier to be found either by DC current supply or
maximum inductance measurement. Then a DC pulse with a
particular duration is injected into a phase winding, the phase
voltage and corresponding current and vibration response, and
the calculated current gradient are all shown in Fig. 4. By this
way, one group of phase current, current gradient, roto r
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Fig. 5. Structure of static peak acceleration model.
Fig. 4. Sampled current, current gradient and peak acceleration at a fixed rotor
position.

position and peak acceleration is recorded, circled in Fig. 4. By
tuning the time duration of DC pulse and rotor position,
different groups of sample data can be recorded, including the
magnetic saturation effect, as long as the time duration is long
enough for phase current to enter saturation condition.
On the other hand, sample data of electromagnetic
characteristics can also be indirectly measured. Since the phase
voltage and current are sampled, the flux linkage can be
calculated by the improved Euler’s formula [28]. Consequently,
the torque characteristics can be calculated which is also based
on the virtual displacement method.
Thus it can be seen from the introduction above that, not only
peak acceleration characteristics, but also electromagnetic and
torque characteristics can all be obtained through DC pulse
measurement method, which takes less steps in the entire
vibration modeling process, and is much easier than the
multi-physics modeling method [29].
B. Entire Static Characteristic Obtained by Improved LSSVM
The discrete sample data are obtained by DC pulse
measurement method. The traditional methods for obtaining
the entire characteristics are mainly look-up table or curving
functions. However, the accuracy of the model based on such
methods will highly depend on the amount of sample data. This
disadvantage can be overcome by some artificial intelligent
methods, such as fuzzy logic algorithm, neural network and so
on. Among them, neural network is the mainstream. However,
they all need prior knowledge and depend on the experience of
developers. Thus in this paper, LSSVM [39] is used to
overcome the two disadvantages above. In addition, LSSVM
can solve the problems of over-fitting, early plunge into local
minimum, curse of dimensionality, and so on, which are
superior advantages compared with neural network. Since
LSSVM is a method based on statistical learning theory, which
is in specialty applied on machine learning theory with limited
amount of samples, thus LSSVM is the best theory for
statistical estimation and learning with limited samples.
The training and testing processes of electromagnetic and
torque characteristics have been introduced in [28]. The
following section will introduce the training and testing process
of peak acceleration process in detail.
The schematic diagram of static peak acceleration model is
shown in Fig. 5. In this paper, 168 groups of data are sampled at
24 rotor positions (0º~ 22.5ºwith interval of 0.5ºor 1.0º) and 7

currents (0A ~ 240A, interval is different for each rotor position,
since peak current at turn-off instant cannot be accurately
controlled). Then all currents are used and only a quarter of the
rotor positions are used as training set to train LSSVM. The left
are used as test set to verify the performance of the LSSVM.
Thus 63 groups of data are used as training set, and 105 groups
of data are used as test set.
The predicted peak acceleration using LSSVM and measured
values of both training set and test set are shown in Fig. 6. And
the absolute errors, which are defined by equation (8), of both
sets are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the accuracy of
training set are rather high, while the error of test set is a little
larger than that of training set. However, since the maximum
absolute error of test set is only 2.45m/s2, the accuracy can be
fully accepted.
LSSVM has the advantage of no prior knowledge compared
with other artificial intelligent method. In addition, although it
need more calculation steps and time compared with the
simplest method interpolation, the accuracy can be greatly
improved. The relative error waveforms of the test data by both
LSSVM and 2D interpolation method are shown in Fig. 8. And
the detailed performance by these two methods are compared in
Table II, where εmae, εmare and εrmse are the maximum absolute
error, maximum absolute relative error, and root mean square
error, which are defined in equation (8)-(10), respectively. And
c, σ, d are the regularization parameter, RBF kernel width
coefficient and polynomial kernel order.
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 y
i 1
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2

N
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It can be seen in Fig. 8 and Table II that compared with 2D
interpolation, the accuracy the model can be improved by more
than 35% using LSSVM. Although the training and calculation
time of LSSVM is 6.281ms, which is nearly two times larger
than 3.205ms of 2D interpolation, whereas the time level of ms
is fully acceptable in modern computer.

C. Entire Static Characteristic Obtained by Improved LSSVM
The static peak acceleration characteristics have been
obtained by direct measurement and LSSVM. However, when
the motor is operated under rotational condition, the peak
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acceleration may have even larger errors. This is due to neglect
of first item in equation (6). Thus the dynamic peak
acceleration can be obtained by the composition of first item
calculation and LSSVM, shown in Fig. 9.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF RESULTS BETWEEN LSSVM AND 2D INTERPOLATION
Model type
LSSVM 2D interpolation
εmae (m/s2)
2.45
9.97
εmare (%)
9.98
46.53
2
εrmse (m/s )
1.37
5.71
c
20
Optimal parameters
σ
0.05
d
5
Training and calculation time (ms)
6.281
3.205

(a) Training set
Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of dynamic peak acceleration model.

When peak acceleration is obtained, the acceleration of each
vibration mode can be calculated by weight factors. In addition,
other critical parameters such as natural frequencies and
damping ratio can also be obtained by various methods [5-9, 26,
27, 29]. Thus as long as the parameters above are known, the
overall radial vibration can be solved as (11) [27].

a  t    a pi e  init cos

i





1   i 2 ni t 

i
1  i2

sin




1   i 2 ni t 

(11)



IV. SIMULATION MODEL
(b) Test set
Fig. 6. Predicted and measured peak acceleration of training set and test set

Fig. 7. Comparison of absolute error between training set and test set

The simulation model is built up based on
MATLAB/Simulink, which is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a)
shows the simulation model of single phase, including
converter
module,
angular
transformation
module,
electromagnetic model, dynamic peak acceleration model and
natural oscillation model. And the detailed model of dynamic
peak acceleration is shown in Fig. 10(b). It can be seen that the
static peak acceleration is predicted by LSSVM. Then the value
of static peak acceleration is compensated with the rotational
effect when is motor is under rotating condition. However, as
peak acceleration occurs only at turn-off instant. The predicted
value will be output only at turn-off instant, which can be
implemented by a triggered system that detects the ‘OR’ logic
of two switch signals. In addition, at the turn-off instant, the
time will be reset to zero, thus the natural oscillation can be
initiated from zero at each turn-off instant.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Fig. 8. Comparison of relative error of test set by LSSVM and 2D interpolation

A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is mainly consists of the sample
motor, controller, DC power supply, oscilloscope, magnetic
powder brake and dynamometer, which are shown in Fig. 11.
For easy identification, the acceleration attached on sample
motor is shown in its enlarged form.
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(a) Single phase model

(b) Dynamic peak acceleration model
Fig. 10. Simulation model based on MATLAB/Simulink.

Fig. 11 Photograph of dynamic experimental setup (a) Dynamometer (b)
Oscilloscope (c) DC power supply (d) Magnetic powder brake (e) 12/8 sample
motor (f) Controller

B. Comparison Between Simulation and Experimental Results
The simulation and experiment are both conducted to verify
the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method. The
simulation and experiment are conducted under angle position
control (APC) mode, which is typical control mode in SRM.

And the turn-on and turn-off angles can be randomly selected to
verify the effectiveness. In this paper, -6ºand 12ºare selected,
which are optimal switch angles by trial and error in real
working condition. In addition, pulse width modulation (PWM)
is used for speed regulation. The sampling rate of current and
acceleration in experiments are both100MHz.
Unsaturated condition: Firstly, light load is selected to verify
the accuracy of the proposed model under un-saturated
condition. The load torque is selected as 13.5Nm, which is rated
load of the sample motor. And the duty ratio in this condition is
75% in order to avoid saturation as possible. The time domain
of simulated and experimental vibration waveforms are shown
in Fig. 12(a). It can be seen that the overall shapes of radial
vibration between simulation and experiment are almost the
same, which demonstrates that the proposed method is feasible.
Then the maximum absolute relative error of peak acceleration
is about 14.8%, when the experimental and simulation values
are 61m/s2 and 52m/s2, respectively, which can be acceptable in
practical engineering. In addition, it is known that the acoustic
noise is much sensitive to frequency. Thus comparing the
spectrums of simulation and experiment waveforms in Fig.
12(b), it can be found that the dominant frequencies and
corresponding amplitude are rather consistent (17.8m/s2 and
18.5m/s2 at about850Hz, and 8.3m/s2 and 8.1m/s2 at about
6425Hz), which can further demonstrate the feasibility and
accuracy of the proposed model.
Saturated condition: Then the proposed model is verified
under saturated condition. The load torque is selected as 33Nm
which is more than two times larger than the rate load, thus the
motor will easily be operated into magnetic saturation
condition. In addition, duty ratio of PWM is 100% in order to
make the inductance saturated as possible.
The time domain of simulated and experimental vibration
waveforms are shown in Fig. 13(a). It can be seen that the
vibration waveforms are also almost the same between
simulation and experiment results, especially the low frequency
oscillation. However, the vibration of high frequencies is not
fully consistent between simulation and experiment, resulting
in relatively large errors in peak acceleration which is more
than 30%. This can be influenced by many other mechanical
factors, such as vibration by end cover, bearing, mounting,
magnetic power brake and so on, which are not main focuses in
this paper. However, the accuracy of the proposed method
under saturated condition can still be verified by spectrum of
vibration. It can be seen from Fig. 13(b) that the amplitudes of
the most dominant frequency at 850Hz by simulation and
experiment are 16m/s2 and 16.5m/s2, respectively, whose
relative error is only 3%. The estimated errors in high
frequencies, similar as time frequency, can also be seen in
spectrum domain. However, as the highest speed in the sample
motor is about 8400rpm, the highest excitation frequency of
three phases is 3360Hz, which is much lower than the 4 th order
natural frequency 6.4kHz. Thus although the predicted
amplitudes in high frequencies may have some errors, this will
not cause influence the analysis of acoustic noise, since it
shows that the low frequency vibration is much more important
to acoustic noise.
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(a) Time domain
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acceleration at second order vibration mode frequency of
simulation and experiment results are approximately 6.4m/s2
and 1.2m/s2, whose relative error exceeds 433%. Compared
with previous work in [27], which only considers linear
induction region, the accuracy of improved model can be
greatly improved in inductance saturated region. In [27], the
simulated and experimental amplitudes of dominant vibration
mode are 18.8m/s2 and 17.6m/s2, whose relative error is 6.8%.
While in the proposed method in this paper, when under even
more heavy load than [27] (28Nm in [27], and 33Nm in this
paper), the acceleration of simulation and experiment results at
the dominant vibration mode frequency are 16m/s2 and
16.5m/s2, whose relative error is only 3%.
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